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Mungkin Nanti - Babak 2

“Life is a blank canvas, and you need to throw all the paint on it you can.” – said Danny Kaye, an 
American actor known for his role in The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.

As cliché as it may sound, I could not agree more. We do not search for what life is. We craft it. And 
perhaps another thing that all artists can collectively agree on is this: We are terrified of a blank 
canvas! It is strenuous and draining to kick off something as we cannot see what the future holds – 
the outcomes. 

Of course, one cannot know what lies in the future, but one can anticipate it. Thus, this is how David 
Lee sees his artwork. This exhibition entitled Mungkin Nanti - Babak 2 consists of a series of works 
presenting David’s recollection of the past time, the current, and what to expect in the future. David 
narrates seven stories or artworks packed with subjects that entail his memories of a particular time 
in his life, reminiscing the bittersweet or ordeal that he went through, and also his hope for the 
future.

Through his elaborate composition and character narrative in his paintings, David Lee is no doubt a 
visual poet or a symbolist; he creates a story in a painting as if each of them is a chapter of his life. 
But not in the manner where things are sorted out or spoon-fed to us – we need to look closely at 
each detail of the subjects to piece together that they build up a story in an artwork. The expressions 
of burden, joyfulness, nostalgia, and growth are embedded into particular animal symbols and 
objects that David somewhat encountered throughout his life. 

In retrospect, David’s previous exhibition was a correlated series of artworks where all of them are 
narrated in a sequence of stories. There are opening and ending. Quite contrarily, in this latest 
series, he admitted to putting subjects associated with his past, present, and future on one canvas, 
hoping to make it seamless. Above all, David presents a body of oeuvre that sought to achieve the 
pursuit of contentment by trying to accept not only the pleasant but also the chaotic and unpredictable 
livelihood. 

Nazrul Hamzah
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Naz (N): First and foremost, I would like to congratulate you on this new solo exhibition. Mesmerising works 
indeed! So what is the title of this new series? Can you describe more on that?

David (D): Thank you! This series is a continuation of the previous series. Entitled Mungkin Nanti - Babak 2, it is 
basically about my life journey. It connotes the past, present, and future that is more vibrant and colourful 
compared to the previous solo exhibition. I have included more living things too. It symbolises that life has begun 
to bloom from the once dull and stagnant earth tone color palette of the last series. Some of the items also signify 
me as well.

N: Can you walk us through some of your artworks? Do the subjects in these paintings signify something?

D: (A) Segar Sayang
1. Milk: My dad made me drink loads of them while growing up, considering I was a rather skinny and short kid. 
He had hoped that the protein would change that. To say the least, I have never since drank milk till today.

(B) Rebet-Rebet
1. The frogs: Here, the frogs have all matured and grown compared to the others. They are always in motion, 
symbolising life that is forever moving and growing.
2. The hanging stuffed toys: My mum used to line-dry them in the sun after washing them. And I would wait with 
them just so I can bring them in once they are dry enough. And I was always worried that they would get sun-
stroked if they stayed out for too long. 
3. The Vertical colour panels: Symbolises rain and skies.

(C) Langkah Sementara
1. The Goat: It symbolises me. All the shoes on its head signify people who walk and take advantage of me at a 
certain point in my life. 
2. The sneakers: I had had an obsession with sneakers ever since my dad bought me my first pair of Adidas from 
Ampang Park when I was little.
3. The Tree: The tree of life. Among all the dead items. Life is happening. And there’s hope. 
4. The colour blocks: Signifies skies. 
5. The two frogs: They are perched high on top hoping for a better future.

(D) Kusut-Masai
1. The Rhino: When I was little. It was one of my favourite animals when I visited the Zoo. I like their docile nature. 
But the opposite can happen when they are provoked. It reminds me of myself. 
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2. White Rabbit: Another favourite candy when I was growing up. I would buy them before tuition classes at some 
Chinese kedai runcit (grocery store) at Jalan Alor. 
3. The Duck, Frog, and Stuffed toy: The duck symbolises my mum. I’m the frog running after her, not to be left 
behind. The frog is carrying a toy that signifies my anxiety and the commitments attached to it. 
4. The Chicken with its head stuck to a Vase: Again, here is my mum (born year of the rooster) trying to ignore and 
forget all our past family issues. Sometimes ignorance is bliss.
5. Vases: It symbolises fragility and that we used to have them in the house. Fragility signifies my mental health, 
and it balances at the most precarious and compromising places.             

(E) Encik Hamid
1. The Elephant: Encik Hamid was our gardener when I was growing up. He reminded me of an elephant. Especially 
when he walked. En Hamid was an older gentleman, and the years of manual labour were clearly shown. He moved 
unhurriedly but was always diligent with his work. Being a great storyteller, he would tell me how life was during 
the Japanese Occupation when he was a little boy growing up in Teluk Intan. The elephant ride was what I used to 
look forward to at the Zoo. 
2. The Carousel Horse: Also a highlight of mine whenever I went to a fun fair. 
3. Two Toy Bears holding up the elephant: Symbolises how I handle things that life has thrown at me thus far. All 
the obstacles etc. 
4. Toy Bear scaling the wooden fence: Another symbol of overcoming life’s obstacles. 

(F) Ham-Yu Fa-Lam-Pou
1. he Pig’s head: I used to be terrified of the pork section when I tagged along with my grandma to the wet market 
in Bukit Bintang. Whenever she stopped by the stall. I would close my eyes so that I wouldn’t have to see it being 
hung. Sometimes when I didn’t, I would
end up having nightmares in my sleep.
2. The Tattoo arm holding the Magic Clean: Part of my self-portrait. I’m trying to aim at a bird, symbolising my 
troubled past. And hope to wipe it clean of the memories. 
3. The Hanging frog and two toy Monkeys: Symbolises me hanging on to life, dealing with it the best I can. 
4. The Toy Soldiers: When I was little, I used to have them stand guard towards the door when I slept. It’s my 
protection against evil spirits, mainly when I used to have a very vivid imagination. 

(G) Impian di Masa
Here everything blossoms into flowers. This painting entails the future that I wish for. Colorful and full of life. 



ARTWORK

N: Compared to the last series you made last year, I notice a difference in the composition. You somewhat 
arranged the subjects in snapshots of scenery, collaging them together. We can see panels that isolate each 
subject or scene. Enlighten us on this new approach of yours.

D: The reason behind the snapshots of scenery and collaging them together is me trying to piece some significant 
events of my past together with the present and the future, hoping to make it seamless. Although, it looks 
complicated overall. It’s how my mind operates most of the time. In short, I’m narrating my life stories and 
thoughts on a canvas.

N: I think, in a way, many could resonate with your artworks, as we can see there are arrays of nostalgic local 
objects or things that you incorporated (eg. the White Rabbit candy, local urns, and toy soldiers). Do you 
consider your works to deal with nostalgia by some means?

D: I’m a very nostalgic person. Life was much simpler then. As most of us, we tend to reminisce about things that 
are associated with feel-good moments. It wouldn’t be that sweet if there weren’t challenging moments attached 
to it. So that makes it even more memorable. 

N: What would be an overall theme for your body of works in one sentence? 

D: The overall theme would be ‘Romanticism.’ End of the day, I’m a dreamer first, a painter second. 
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Impian di Masa
168 x 183 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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Rebet-Rebet
122 x 168 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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Encik Hamid
122 x 152.5 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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Kusut-Masai
122 x 152.5 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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Ham-Yue Far-Lam-Pou
122 x 152.5 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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Langkah Sementara
150 x 122 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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Segar Sayang
150 x 122 cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  2022
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David Lee

1990 A.A International Fine Arts College, Miami Florida Fashion Design
1995 BFA Fashion Institute Technology, New York City, New York Illustration

SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2022 Mungkin Nanti - Babak 2, G13 Gallery, Malaysia
2021     Mungkin Nanti, G13 Gallery, Malaysia
2019 Sleeping Beauty and The Princes, Zoo Atria, Malaysia

ART FAIRS
2021 CIMB Artober Hotel Art Fair with G13 Gallery, Malaysia

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2020 SEDEKAD: G13 10th Annivesary Exhibition, G13 Gallery, Malaysia
2019 Spice Select 2019, Nadine Fine Art, Malaysia

AWARDS
1995  Society of Illustrators, Annual Scholarship Competition, NYC, New York
1989 3rd Place Award- Advertising Campaign Bal Harbor Shops, Miami, FL
 

Born 1970, Malaysia.
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